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What requires physical preparation behind 
running efficiency and economy and what can be 
done to achieve it?

What needs it:

• Foot

• Ankle

• Calf

• Knee

• Hip

• Pelvis

What can be 
done for it:

• Strength

• Power

• Skill

Intra-joint/Intra-muscular
Inter-joint/inter-muscular



Key messages:

• Move efficiently by applying appropriate forces in the right direction

• Strength is for generating force and withstanding forces

• Power is using elastic energy to generate forces more quickly

• Skill is about applying the force quickly and in the right direction with 
as little wasted as possible 



• Nothing works in isolation as a body part or training stimulus

• This is good news as we can get a lot of output from good quality 
input

















• Running economy (RE) is typically defined as 
the energy demand for a given velocity of 
submaximal running. 

• Runners with good RE use less energy and 
therefore less oxygen than runners with poor 
RE at the same velocity. 

• There is a strong association between RE and 
distance running performance, with RE being 
a better predictor of performance than 
maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) in elite 
runners who have a similar VO2max.



A number of physiological and biomechanical 
factors appear to influence RE in highly trained or 
elite runners. 

These include:

• metabolic adaptations within the muscle such as 
increased mitochondria and oxidative enzymes

• the ability of the muscles to store and release 
elastic energy by increasing the stiffness of the 
muscles

• more efficient mechanics leading to less energy 
wasted on braking forces and excessive vertical 
oscillation. 



• Interventions to improve RE are constantly sought 
after by athletes, coaches and sport scientists. 

• Strength training allows the muscles to utilise more 
elastic energy and reduce the amount of energy 
wasted in braking forces. 

• The importance of RE to successful distance 
running is well established, and future research 
should focus on identifying methods to improve RE. 

• Interventions that are easily incorporated into an 
athlete's training are desirable.
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As we watch Radcliffe power up the hill on her
fourth repeat, Hartmann elaborates on some
of the intense background training that has
taken the British star to a whole new level.
"One of the reasons Paula is the best in the
world is her willingness to subject herself to
rigorous hours of core exercises and
plyometrics in the gym. Paula runs twice a day,
and that may account for 1.5 to two hours of
her day. On top of that she is spending
between another two and five hours between
her treatments, her stretching routine, her
plyometrics, her core stability, and her
strength training."









The evidence……..Strength





The Evidence…….Power





Today’s Session……

• Some strength work

• Progressions and variations of 
power development drills

• Progressions and variations of 
running skill drills


